TREASURE IMPACT

WORLD MISSION MINISTRY REPORT

FINISHING THE TASK
2021 Annual Ministry Report
Dear Friends,
Thank you for generously supporting World Mission! This year has been a
record setting season of audio Bible distributions for all of us to celebrate
together! As I reflect on our goal of 55,000 units over a 12 month period,
I wanted to share with you the impact that these units are having on the
unreached world.
•

At least 8.6 million people have heard or will hear the Gospel in
listening groups generated from these units!

•

More than 5,000 of these units are en route to Afghanistan!

•

Leaders from Somalia, Libya, Pakistan and Eritrea have been empowered
to establish listening groups. These are 4 of the most persecuted places
in the world.

We are always reminded that every Treasure has a story and the ability to
cause transformation - the power of the Word of God! Recently we were
informed of one Treasure going into a refugee camp in Bangladesh. The
people are 100% Muslim yet are “always eager to listen” to the stories! Now
a new church has been established because of that single device.
Thank you for helping us reach people around the world who have never
heard of Jesus. Because of you, these things are possible. May God
continue to touch hearts and bring about transformation.
God Bless,

Greg Kelley, has been the Executive
Director of World Mission since 1998. He’s a
passionate advocate for bringing the Good
News to the billions of people who have
never heard the Gospel message.
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“I AM THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD.
WHOEVER FOLLOWS ME WILL NEVER
WALK IN DARKNESS, BUT WILL HAVE
THE LIGHT OF LIFE.”
JOHN 8:12

Rohingya children playing in a refugee
camp in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh.

[Cover Story: Afghan refugee receiving the Bread of
Life through listening to the treasure of God’s Word
and physical bread through humanitarian efforts.]
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All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for
teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in
righteousness, that the man of God may be complete,
equipped for every good work.
2 Timothy 3:16-17

TRAINING &
DISCIPLESHIP
Author: Jerry Smith
World Mission’s international partners distribute
the Treasure so effectively that now their greatest
need is leadership training. We have responded to
this through our Shiloh Training Centers, currently
located in Eastern Congo, Senegal, Nepal and
Myanmar. We model these Centers on Paul’s strategy
in Ephesus, where for two years, he “reasoned daily
in the school of Tyrannus, so that all who dwelt in
Asia heard the word of the Lord Jesus” (Acts 19:10).
The apostle trained them and then sent them out to
proclaim the good news.
An example of the Shiloh Center’s impact is best
exemplified by Luke, our partner in Myanmar. Luke
ministers among the Burmese Buddhists. Over
the years, his team has endured stonings, the
destruction of church property, and multiple efforts
by local officials to stop Christian ministry in their
city. But Luke has remained undaunted. He and
his team have worked diligently to build a Shiloh
Training Center. His efforts resulted in the Center
becoming a “city on a hill” for his community.
The Center is not only a place of worship, but is also
a training base for leaders who distribute Treasures
and plant churches among unreached peoples.
Throughout the COVID crisis, this Shiloh Center
distributed food to the needy. During a recent
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drought, desperate Buddhist families traveled from
miles around to receive food and water at the
Center. Luke added a public library and also provides
local soccer leagues a place to gather and practice.
Luke sums up the Center’s effect by stating, “The
people who once stoned and persecuted us
have become the people who bless us now! As
a result, we worship from here very freely and we do
our ministry of reaching unreached people groups
with Treasures more effectively.” At the Center, Luke
is now able to house new believers who were driven
from their homes and jobs because of their faith.
“We can follow up with them by teaching the word
of God daily so that they might be good disciples of
Jesus.”
This type of significant impact has resulted in great
demand for Shiloh Centers! World Mission selects
Shiloh Center locations carefully, beginning with a
vision and request from the field. A Shiloh Center
location will be strategically placed where other
training opportunities are not viable, very difficult or
simply non-existent.
We are excited to announce that in the fall of 2021, a
new Shiloh Center was dedicated in India. Through
it our partner is providing hope and aid to Afghan

refugees. Construction for Centers is currently underway in Chad
and the Philippines, and we anticipate opening them both in 2022.
We now have requests for Shiloh Centers from our international
partners in Bangladesh, Indonesia, Mali, Sudan, Nairobi (to pioneer
a work throughout the Horn of Africa), Pakistan, as well as one
along the Kenya/Ethiopia border.
It is such a joy to see these Shiloh Centers becoming a shining
light of hope for the unreached peoples across Africa and Asia.
Jerry Smith is the International Training Director at World Mission.

S H I LO H T R A I N I N G C E N T E R MA P

Every Nation Update
Small Group Curriculum

NOW AVAILABLE!

CHECK OUT OUR NEW CURRICULUM!
IT INCLUDES VIDEOS, SMALL GROUP
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS, AND
LEADER GUIDES!

Do you have a heart for reaching the “Ends
of the Earth” (Acts 1:8) with the Gospel
message? Learn about how God is moving
to reach these precious people
who’ve never heard the
saving name of Jesus.
To learn more visit:
worldmission.cc/
smallgroups
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P R AY E R P O I N T.
Lift up new believers as they put their faith
in God and learn to fully rely on Him. Pray
for open hearts and minds as they continue
to learn and grow in their relationship with
Christ. Ask that they would feel empowered
to share their faith with friends, family, and
those in their communities.

Man from a Northern Nigeria tribe
listening to the Treasure.
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TREASURE STORY
Testimony from our International Partner in Chad:
I call the Treasure the ‘footless missionary.’ The audio Bible is very
unique in its ability to open up doors and pave the way for human
missionaries … just as John the Baptist paved the way for the
Messiah.
There are elders in a 100% Muslim frontier nation in Chad that
grew up without having the opportunity to hear the Gospel of
salvation. Instead, they were taught that Christianity is a fake
religion, corrupted by Westerners, and that the Bible is not God’s
Word because it is altered by Westerners. It is forbidden. This
worldview has been upheld by the community for decades as
each generation grows and passes.
The area is without electricity. The only electricity they have is
God’s own sun. In such a place as this, the Treasure’s solar power
abilities are priceless. We embedded content in their heart
language onto the Treasure and gifted one to each leader.
A holy hush filled the room where these elders sat together
listening. Their faces were full of smiles. Yes, the smile of
hearing this message for the first time in their life in their
own language.
Suddenly one the Muslim Clerics [highly esteemed scholars
trained in the Islamic law] stood up to testify by saying this:
“We are very happy to hear the message of AL-MASSIH for the first time
in an accurate way. Thank you! This message we will pass on to our
children, wives and others.”

I call the Treasure the
‘footless missionary’
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Passport to the Nations

Youth Program!

Introducing World Mission’s Passport to the Nations. This program takes students, grades
K-12, on an interactive journey around the world to learn about unreached people groups!
Each student receives a passport they will “stamp” as they visit each country. Participating
youth programs will have access to an online resource page with videos and downloadable
resources for all age groups. All program materials are provided at no cost.

Contact the World Mission office for more details at info@worldmission.cc or 616-534-5689

Volunteer Locally to Help
Spread God’s Word Globally
Thrift store volunteers help us deliver the Word of God to
unreached people groups around the world. For every 4 hours
you volunteer, enough revenue is generated to distribute one
audio Bible, impacting over 100 people!
Thrift Store Volunteer Opportunities:
Sorting, pricing, stocking, organizing, cleaning, and other
tasks based on your skills and talents. We offer flexible hours, a
friendly setting, and the opportunity to serve and shop!

Contact the World Mission office for more details:
info@worldmission.cc or 616-534-5689
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VOLUNTEER HIGHLIGHT
Volunteers are an integral part of our ministry. Each one plays an important role in helping our thrift stores and main
office thrive. We have a diverse group that loves to serve and we are grateful for the many volunteers throughout
West Michigan that help us at World Mission and World Mission Thrift!
Volunteers that serve with us include church groups, small groups, and individuals. Our regular volunteers are thrift
store shoppers, senior citizens, high school and college students who enjoy spending their time at the thrift store
serving. These stores not only support our ministry but also minister to our community.
For More Information Visit:
worldmission.cc/get-involved

M E E T A F E W O F O U R V O LU N T E E R S!
“I cannot go on a mission trip or serve in a foreign land, but in a small way I
can help send those who can, as well as help those who are already serving for
World Mission in other countries.”
LOU specializes in the clothing and housewares section of the store, and one
of the most important roles she fills is straightening the store. Everything is so
organized and neat. Inventory is filled and ready for shoppers to find what they
are looking for. Lou enjoys putting newly priced items out on the floor and
greets customers with a friendly smile. As Lou says, “Sometimes a smile from a
stranger can go a long way.”

“The best part of volunteering is the adventure! I never know what to expect
when I’m sorting through donations.”
KARRIE serves regularly, and brings an approach to volunteering that is
inspiring! She has a desire to give back to the community and she chose World
Mission. We are blessed to have her expertise as a thrift shopper, as she focuses
on sorting, hanging, and pricing clothing. Karrie works a full-time job, and serves
after work each week. She has found that the atmosphere, the customers, and
the entire concept of World Mission is a great fit.

“People care about me here at World Mission and they always ask how I am
doing. It feels like we are a family here.”
JONI joins us three days a week and brings with her years of experience
volunteering at thrift stores. She prices items, cleans donations, assists in
putting items out to sell, and hangs clothes. When asked about being part of
the World Mission volunteer team, Joni shared that she is glad to be spending
her time with us. “Jesus blesses us when we serve. I feel blessed being here.”
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NEW
CHURCHES
NEW
LISTENING
GROUPS

BAPTISMS
SALVATIONS
NEW
LISTENING
GROUPS

200

2,910

SALVATIONS

5,671

NEW
LISTENING
GROUPS

144

865

394
1,501
192

1,201
SALVATIONS
1,802
BAPTISMS

30

NEW
LISTENING
GROUPS

1 2 , 3 5 0 + S A LVAT I O N S
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BAPTISMS

|

8,021+ BAPTISMS

“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you;
and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea
and Samaria, and to the ENDS OF THE EARTH.”
Acts 1:8

BAPTISMS
SALVATIONS
NEW
LISTENING
GROUPS

BAPTISMS
SALVATIONS
NEW
LISTENING
GROUPS

188
365
92

3,312
2,971
134

TOTAL AUDIO
BIBLES SENT IN 2021
CALENDAR YEAR

55,000

*These numbers are conservative estimates. When no results are listed, a partner update wasn’t available or numbers are withheld for their protection.
**This is not an all-inclusive list. Often, audio Bibles must be sent to one country then delivered to another for safety or due to shipping restrictions.

|

2,000+ CHURCHES/LISTENING GROUPS
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AFGHANISTAN CONVERSATION
As news began to break about the Taliban resuming control of Afghanistan
in August 2021, the World Mission team began to pray for God’s direction
of how we should provide aid. God opened the door for the introduction
to an amazing partnership with a network of believers who are having
tremendous impact in that area of the world.
Greg had the opportunity to interview this brother who is an expert
on what’s going on in Afghanistan. Here are some excerpts from that
conversation. This partner, John (name has been changed for his
protection), is from a neighboring country and understands the culture.
He also knows people within Afghanistan who are the heroes of this
story – the ones who are doing the ministry in the most dangerous of
circumstances.
Warning: This interview shares some graphic content. Reader discretion
advised.
Greg: Tell us a bit about the current situation in Afghanistan.
John: Things have not been good since the American withdrawal from
the country. Things are getting worse every second – especially for our
new converts. When America was helping form the government of
Afghanistan, the people who repented and received Christ put “Christian”
on their IDs with pride and joy that this was their new identity. But after the
withdrawal, things changed for these people – the IDs became a “death
warrant” for them. Now they are hiding and fleeing from place to place in
order to protect themselves and their families.
God is doing miracles and wonders in the midst of all this chaos. Many
think this country is barren and nothing good comes out of it, but God is
working in the hearts of extremists. He is restoring their hearts, delivering
them from their sickness, and people are having personal encounters with
Christ. They are repenting and giving their hearts to Jesus.
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Afghan Refugees receiving food,
sanitation supplies, and audio Bibles.

Greg: People have been exiting from Afghanistan for years
and years to other countries. That is a massive refugee
crisis. Even though these people are not in danger from the
Taliban anymore, life is not easy for them once they escape.
What are the hardships that refugees in the neighboring
countries face?
John: Pakistan’s government has stopped taking refugees
because there are already 2 million refugees in their country.
That is a huge burden on the country. To get the refugees
out is one challenge but problems keep getting bigger
when they leave their country. They are stuck in certain
areas like the camps. They cannot get jobs or Christian
counseling, medical care, or basic needs.
When refugees arrive in the camps, whether believer or
non-believer, they are hungry for the truth and the love.
Growing up in Afghanistan they only learn about Islam.
Once they’re out, they’re so open and so hungry to hear the
Gospel. Once you share the Gospel with people who have
never heard about Christ it sets them free just like the Bible
says and fills them with a new and incredible kind of love.
Greg: What is life like on a daily basis right now for a
Christian in Afghanistan?

John: Many of the believers are strong in their faith and
are not ready to deny Him at any cost. And then there
are some “baby believers” who just received Christ and
they are the ones who are most afraid because they don’t
have a support system. I know an underground Pastor in
Afghanistan who sent his daughter to another country
to raise her as a Christian while he stayed in his country
to share the Gospel. I received news that this Pastor was
executed. He sent a video message where he’s holding his
camera while the Taliban are at his door screaming that
he’s dead as soon as the door is opened. He says with a
bright smile on his face, “I am faithful to Christ to my last
breath. Are you who are listening faithful to Him?” The
Christians’ hearts are filled with incredible strength which
only comes from Christ.
Greg: How do we as Christians need to respond?
John: Afghanistan needs God and our prayers more than
ever before. The need is great. They need our prayer and
support. They need God’s love and support to heal and
restore them. They are clinging to the hope that God will
come to rescue them.

HOW WE’RE RESPONDING
Since September, World Mission has been working closely with our new partners
who are providing aid to the precious Afghan people. We’ve participated in the
relocation of many persecuted Afghans to safety in nearby countries, along with
providing food, water and other necessities. Recently we established a center in
India to love and care for these precious people. As they fall in love with Jesus
their hearts are turned toward family and friends living within Afghanistan. Please
pray for the protection and boldness for these brave men and women!
The need is great and there are many we are trying to help who are still in
grave danger. If you feel called to help, please visit www.worldmission.cc.

HUMANITARIAN AID
Our International Partners’ first step in reaching those
who’ve never heard of Jesus is through establishing
relationships. They meet with tribal elders and leaders,
listening intently to their needs. Our partners dig wells
for those desperately needing water and give food to
those dying of starvation.
When people ask, “Why did you help us?”
They share with them the treasure of God’s Word.

LO V I N G L I K E J E S U S T H R O U G H
•

Feeding the
Hungry

•

Micro Economic
Projects

•

Clean Water
Projects

•

Medical Aid

•

Disaster Relief

•

Emergency Food &
Supplies
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P R AY E R P O I N T.
Refugees experience first-hand the brokenness and evil in our
world today. Pray for God to work miraculously through healing
their hearts and minds, and for them to be overwhelmed with His
peace that surpasses all understanding.
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ON THE ROAD
TO BAPTISM
This year we’ve received reports that many
believers are still waiting to receive baptism
due to local restrictions or a lack of water.
One of our partners working in small villages
across Northern Kenya was facing similar
obstacles due to limited water access. With
new believers ready to take the next step
and be water baptized, he started creative
problem solving.
By digging a hole in the dirt, his team
fashioned a pool by covering it with a tarp
and using large rocks as a support. He then
drove 40 kilometers to Lake Turkana (top
photo) and filled up his truck with jugs of
water.
Many were baptized and made a public
declaration of their faith because of his
dedication.

“Therefore go and make
disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the
name of the Father and
of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit, and teaching
them to obey everything
I have commanded you.
And surely I am with you
always, to the very end of
the age.”
Matthew 28:19-20
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Travel route to deliver Treasures
among remote villages in India.

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH!
With the COVID pandemic and many political upheavals, 2021 was a year of many challenges, but much growth. In a
year where the world shut down, World Mission grew and thrived. Part of our success can be attributed to the body
of international partners and friends on the ground working with people groups inside of countries within the 10/40
Window. The place where 90% of the world lives who don’t have access to the gospel! While other organizations
were not able to travel, our efforts were unhindered because of local men and women on the ground who knew
and understood the culture, language, and needs of the particular people group. We were able to expand to new
unreached areas and offer increased support in existing areas.
We are grateful to our partners and friends who answered much of this increased need. Contributions for the year
ending 6/30/21 were $2,612,076, which is a 36% increase over fiscal year 2020. This amount includes cash and
event donations, InTouch Messenger units, and contributions from Bibles for Missions. Our support came from
approximately the same number of donors as the prior year, meaning many individuals, churches and businesses gave
more than the year before. We are grateful for that generosity which allows us to get the gospel to more people for
the first time!
We were also good stewards with what was entrusted to us. 86% of your donated dollars went towards ministry
program expenses, while 6% went towards administration and 8% covered fundraising expenses.
The most recent political instability in Afghanistan, Nigeria, and Myanmar, coupled with the COVID pandemic, have
provided numerous opportunities for World Mission to reach millions of persecuted refugees who are hungry for
the Gospel. We are making additional efforts to significantly increase and target people groups in these regions. We
believe that the Lord will bless these efforts and ask you to walk
alongside them and encourage your friends and family to join
you in this walk of faith. We commit to ongoing feedback so
WHERE NO ONE ELSE
that you know exactly how your investment was used and the
fruit that grew from it.
HAS GONE...
Many blessings to you!
Hope Loomis & Kent Vanderwood
World Mission Development Team
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Our new tagline captures World
Mission’s vision - to bring the treasure
of the Gospel where no one else has
gone. Stay tuned for our new logo,
which will be released very soon!

2021 FISCAL YEAR

THANK YOU!

EXPENSE BREAKDOWN

TO IMPACT THE ENDS
OF THE EARTH

JULY 1 - JUNE 30

Ministry Expenses . . . . . . . . . .  $2,858,857
Administration . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $185,440
Fundraising . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $275,296
86%

Ministry
Expenses

6%
8%

Administration
Expenses
Fundraising
Expenses

CONTRIBUTIONS & REVENUE
Contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Treasure Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Thrift Store Sales . . . . . . . . . . . 
Other Revenue . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

$2,612,076
$377,252
$716,504
$149,538

FOR PARTNERING WITH US

Our 30+ International Partners have over
1,000 leaders in their network. Together,
they work with over 4,000 listening groups.
Through this network, 12,350 individuals
made decisions for Christ and 8,021
proudly proclaimed their faith through
baptism during this fiscal year.

WE ARE STRONGER
TOGETHER

96 churches were financial

supporters and countless others
provide ongoing prayer support

300

More than
volunteers
contributed thousands of hours

825 Donors supported the
ministry of World Mission

An innumerable amount of
prayers were lifted up in support
of our ministry

Contributions

Treasure Sales

Thrift Stores

Other Revenue

FOR A COPY OF OUR 990 REPORT VISIT:
WORLDMISSION.CC/FINANCIAL-ACCOUNTABILITY

Some of the incredible Christ-centered
organizations we collaborated with in 2021:
• In Touch Ministries
with Charles
Stanley
• Bibles for Missions
• The Bible League
• The American
Bible Society
• Alliance for the
Unreached

• MegaVoice
• Mission Network
News
• Voice of the
Martyrs
• Water for the
World
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Photo by Audra Melton

OUR INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
The most common question we get asked at World
Mission is, “How do you find your international
partners?”
Every time we are asked this question we are humbled
by the goodness of God because our network of
international leaders is the most valuable resource
we have as an organization! These men and women
are key members of the World Mission family. They
are leaders living in the strategic countries we target
for ministry. They speak the language and intimately
understand the worldview and unique attributes of
the local communities. In addition, they speak English
as a secondary language and are passionate about the
unreached!
There is a unique story behind how we first
encountered each of the more than 30 World Mission
international partners. First contacts have often
been random: These include a chance meeting in an
elevator or at a hotel; coming together at a conference

or while waiting for an airplane; even through online
correspondence. It is simply God joining us with
someone who has a common vision, thus,
making us exponentially stronger together than
we are apart. Since “birds of a feather flock together,”
our most recent relationships have come through
referrals within our network. And, we are grateful
that none of our partners are territorial, and that their
highest priority is expanding the kingdom of God.
As we develop our partnerships, we share meals
together and we pray together. We visit villages,
doing ministry and pouring out our hearts
together. Over time the Holy Spirit establishes these
relationships and solidifies in us a common bond of
ministry, marked by our passion for Jesus, and our
shared burden to take the gospel where it has never
been before.

I N T E R N AT I O N A L PA R T N E R S T O R Y
Gabriel: I met with Greg in 2002 (or thereabout) while attending a program in Singapore.
Greg was holding a Bible shaped device that looked like an audio device and as we
walked our way to our hotel rooms, I could not hold my peace but asked to know what
that might be. After taking his time to explain to me what he called the Talking Bible, I fell
in love and requested if he could come to Nigeria and produce it in other languages.
Greg visited me in Nigeria, meeting pastors and asking opinions if they would love to get
Talking Bibles. Greg and I first went to meet the Bible society of Nigeria to obtain copyright
of all the Bibles which he did at the time.
Since then, evangelism and soul winning to oral audiences has become a new paradigm
as hundreds of thousands have heard the gospel through the Treasure. The Treasure
or Messenger audio Bibles have been a great tool that revolutionized evangelism and
discipleship.
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Trip to the Philippines shortly
after a Typhoon hit the islands.

P R AY E R P O I N T.
Please lift up the World Mission ministry team, both nationally and
internationally, as they work together to fulfill Jesus’ last four words:
“Ends of the Earth” (Acts 1:8). Pray against any attacks or schemes of the
enemy. Ask for this team to be filled with wisdom and discernment, that
they would be “wise as serpents and innocent as doves” (Matt 10:16).
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KEEPING UP WITH GREG
AND RUSTY!
Subscribe to the World Mission Update Podcast and stay
up-to-date with what’s happening at World Mission. Whether
they’re in the podcast room or traveling the globe, Greg
Kelley and Rusty Humphries will be sharing the
latest updates.
Listen on our website or watch on YouTube!

A S P E C I A L T H A N K YO U

The
Treasure

Bibles for Missions remains a wonderful partner to World Mission and we are so

grateful for them! Thousands of Treasures were sent this year because of their wonderful thrift
stores and volunteer team.

We are incredibly blessed to have a partnership with In Touch, through which thousands of Messengers
(Audio Bibles) were sent this year. We estimate that over 1.5 Million people were impacted by God’s Word this year
because of these units! Thank you for your commitment to reaching those who have never had the opportunity to
hear the Good News!
The
Messenger

